MANCA 2017
LAGOS CRUISE LEG 2
ALBUFEIRA VILAMOURA AND CULATRA ISLAND - MAY TO JUNE 15
The fun continues from Portimao an easy 20 miles sail and you arrive in a very safe vibrant sailing
community of Albufeira. The marina is very well managed with very helpful staff. From Albufeira you
can make easy, short day trips, to the local beaches such as: San Rafael, Ariffana, Lorenzo and Gale.
There are many more if you have a long summer. ..And we do! FROM PORTIMAO TO ALBUFEIRA
However, from Portimao we first took a small, fast, rubber ducky that gives you wonderful views of
the caves, cliffs stacks and arches along the Algarve coast. You must take some waterproofing as the
chop came up on the return as we all got soaked with warm Atlantic salt sea.

While leaving Portimao we picked up new
crew just outside the harbor. She is
excellent; does not talk back, gets her own
food and leaves no mess! Perfect! Look at
her skills on the starboard genoa sheet!
She helped out for a while then shared her
position with her sister who flew in for a
guest appearance and an acrobatic act to
be much admired.

Great balance a good thing on Manca!

The sailors jig!

Thanks for the show. She was off with a
flick of the wings. Later I discovered that a
rock (stack) is home to a rookery of many
small egrets.

Rookery of small egrets.

Detail of rookery on the stack Leixado da
Gaivota. Surrounded by sea and cliffs on all
sides it must be safe from all predators
except maybe: seagulls.

The rubber ducky speeds past this point of interest at about 30 knots so not much chance to see the
birds. However we are off to find the major attraction; Bengadil Cave. There will be many (countless)
caves before we find the big one!

The sea erosion carves out amazing caves
and leaves behind little golden beaches.

A stack in the making. Come back in a few
100.000 years and this will be separated
from the shore.

Here we have entered one outer cave to
find a secluded beach.

I think the air pressure from the waves and
the sea combine to create the blow out
and collapse the ceiling of the cave.

The lighting was difficult as it was pitch
black inside but you get the idea of the
colors: green algae, purple rocks and the
turquoise sea.

Purple cave- looking out to the Atlantic
Ocean.

Twin overhead blow holes.

Some of the little beaches are safe and
accessible…but keep an eye on your exit as
the tide rolls in. Looks like the pirates had
set up a beach bar!

The famous Bengadil Cave and its
wonderful strata, colours and a perfectly
formed structure. A good swimmer can
reach the cave from a nearby beach head.
Kayak would be a snap.

Sun bathers inside the cave enjoy a magic
circle of sun from the overhead blow hole
in the cave ceiling.

NOW ON TO ALBUFEIRA AND SURROUNDING BEACHES
BEAUTIFUL SAN RAFAEL BEACH
When I first arrived at San Rafael I did not know where to
point the camera first. The site is spectacular!

A happy snorkeler enjoys the stunning shapes.

San Rafael Beach looking east.

SanRafael looking west.

If the wind is offshore the water is clear
and calm for snorkeling.

Wind-blown!

Beautiful textures, colors and contrast.
Don’t step too close to the edge as there
are a lot of crumbling overhangs.

Sign post to so many adventures.

Water sports in such an amazing location!

The caves and stacks often provide beachside
shade.

Many secluded places for a relaxing beach time.

My camera can’t resist the “Kodachrome”
colours! Most beaches are safely organized
with clearly marked zones for boating
equipment.

ARIFFANA BEACH WALK
From the eastern end of San Rafael beach you can walk
along the cliffs towards Ariffana Beach!
There are wonderful shapes, coves, rock sculptures and
shady, sandy nooks!

Beautiful clear water and golden sands.

You can always find your own shade cave.

Ariffana seascape.

Can you spot the yacht?

Beautiful shapes and forms created by
biology and geology!

LORENZO BEACH

The track down to Lorenzo Beach.

Professional diver returns with quite a few
kilos of a squid relative.

The Sardinah Restaurant with such a lovely
location at Lorenzo Beach. On my special
list because the waiter cut my order in half
saying it was too much. He was right and
the toastie was perfect for lunch with a
cold beer.

Part of the wave cut platform at Lorenzo
Beach with exposed marine sedimentary
layers of shells.

The return path from Lorenzo. “Lorenzo”
was the name of the owner before the
private beach fronts were reclaimed back
50 meters from the shore by the
government. Now we can all enjoy the
beachside walks.

A lovely rocky cove looking west to Gale
beach with Pera town in the distance.

GALE BEACH LIFE
The sand stretches west for about 6 miles
at Gale.

Gale beach cove.

There are many quite coves near Gale
Beach

A beautiful, natural, sandy path to the sea.

How lovely to have your own private swimming beach.

Gale Beach life.

For those who like comfortable sun beds
and wind screens no problem! The cold
beer is just up the steps!

VILAMOURA
I spotted this beauty at Vilamoura. (I detailed the beautiful beach and cliff walk in my 2016 photo
blog.)

CULATRA ISLAND AND LAGOON NEAR FARO

While on anchor, it was fun to watch they
yachts sail by the Culatra Light.

A race yacht out for a practice sail on the
lagoon. Local knowledge needed to avoid
the sand bars.

Spinnaker run to the light.

We enjoy great meals on board Manca
while anchored.

Sunset Culatra Lagoon.

Beautiful grey heron on dock watch. She just waits for
the fish to swim by and… pounces. Saves getting the
feet wet!

Now we have returned to Lagos for clean-up, a few minor repairs and to wait for new Oz crew. Great
summer so far. Solstice in 3 days.

Terry and s/y Manca
June 18 2017 on a lovely warm evening.

